
Accountants can help in every stage of a business’ development, from taxes to 
business strategy, company formation, loan application, legal structure, and 
acquisitions. The first thing every business owner should do is evaluate their needs. 

Maybe you’re not a natural finance person, or perhaps you just don’t have enough 
time to keep up with the paperwork that’s piling up. If you have unpaid taxes or 
liabilities, are facing an audit or starting a business for the first time, an accountant 
could be just the solution. Even if you aren’t facing those specific issues, you still might 
want day-to-day advice from a trained expert to put your mind at ease.

Like any business decision, you want to do your due diligence when searching for an 
accountant. You’re inviting someone to be a partner in your business, and your goals 
and expectations should align with theirs. 

There’s no “one-size-fits-all” approach to accounting. Depending on the scope of your 
needs, there are different types of professionals that can help your business. The 
three main kinds are: bookkeepers, tax advisors and outsourced chief financial officer. 
If you already know what’s best for you, skip ahead. If not, here is a bigger breakdown 
of each.

Bookkeeper 
The term “bookkeeper” is quite literal — they maintain the books, keep track of 
cash flow, and document transactions and financial statements. In other words, 
bookkeepers cover all the necessary operations to keep your business’ financial 
information in order.

Many business owners often wonder whether they need an accountant, and 
figuring out how to find one can be a difficult and daunting task. But there’s 
no need to digest all that tricky tax talk. We’re here to help you decipher the 
most complicated and confusing parts of accounting (which is pretty much 

everything). With a little information behind you, the answers can actually be 
quite simple — if you ask the right questions.
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Tax Preparer/Advisor 
Looking for someone who can give more in-depth guidance and understanding? A tax 
preparer/advisor might be just for you. They have advanced training and knowledge of 
tax law. Depending on the desired level of service, a tax accountant can help advise on 
tax planning for the year and prepare and file tax forms.

Outsourced CFO 
An outsourced chief financial officer, or CFO, essentially acts as a member of your staff. 
Typically, an outsourced CFO is best for new businesses, startups, or companies with 
an interim need while searching for a permanent CFO. They are intimately involved 
with your business finances and day-to-day operations.

Now that you have a better understanding of the types of accountants, the next thing 
you should determine is your budget. A lot of accountants bill hourly. More and more 
are adopting value billing, which is an upfront rate depending on the level of service.

The most basic value billing options usually help with bookkeeping and tax 
preparation. That might include a specific amount of phone and email support per 
month. As you slide up the scale, accountants also can offer software consultation, 
more phone and email interactions, and detailed business analysis and financial 
planning. 

Once you’ve figured out your budget, business needs, and the type of service you 
want, you can hone in on a specific accountant. Some business owners want their 
accountants to be close by for in-person meetings. Others don’t mind if they’re out 
of the area — or even out of state. A lot of accountants work with clients all over the 
country and are able to leverage cloud technology to keep in constant communication 
with clients, regardless of distance.

If you choose a Certified Public Accountant (CPA), you’ll want to make sure they have 
an active license and the right experience. Most state accounting board websites allow 
you to check credentials at no charge. You can find information for your state here. In 
addition, CPAs will usually describe exactly what services they provide on their sites, 
and many accountants offer free consultations.
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Want help getting started? Simply fill out the Gusto Accountant Request Form and our 
team will match your business with one of our trusted accounting partners. You also can 

contact us at support@gusto.com or 800-936-0383.
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